and theatre listings. Revised layouts made the paper easier to read. “Women’s pages” were replaced with stand-alone rotating sections devoted to fashion, food, and sports.

Chapter 5 deals with discrimination against women and minorities, both in the newsroom and in the news coverage itself. Among his intriguing findings, Pressman found not much active racism in newsrooms, but discovered that casual sexism endured quite a long time in the upper echelons of the profession, as shown in memos unearthed in a successful discrimination lawsuit launched by female employees against the NYT.

Chapter 6 shifts from the left-right view to analyze the battle as a class-based conflict. By the 1970s, the press was seen as targeting Republican-friendly cultures like law enforcement, the military, big business, and of course, President Richard Nixon.

The final chapter takes in the myriad forms of new media replacing print newspapers and brings us to the present “parlous state” of journalism (22).

The 1980s-1990s marked a calm before the storm, with financial stability in a thriving economy. Then came the digital revolution and resulting loss of advertising revenue, followed by the Great Recession of 2007-2009. News organizations slashed budgets. Between 2001 and 2015 the number of people working as journalists declined by more than 40 percent. News outlets fought back with paywalls and “clickbait.”

On the political front, sectors of the press felt presidential candidate Donald Trump’s mendacity went beyond the normal boundaries of politics and felt obliged to react accordingly. Pressman cited NYT media reporter Jim Rutenberg’s front-page column of August 2016 that implied news reporting should reflect the “potentially dangerous” nature of a possible Trump presidency (248). Many journalists seemed to agree, an attitude that has alienated conservatives all the more.

Pressman concludes that the key to journalism’s survival is to continue dogged reporting while remaining apolitical. Frankly, the speculation comes off tentative, but after the electoral results of 2016 shocked the press and everyone else, it is understandable that anyone trying to predict the future would tread lightly.

There are some quibbles. The narrow scope of On Press (mainly two newspapers) results in an occasional sense of repetitiveness. One would have appreciated more photos of these old front pages. There’s little said about journalism schools.

But those are minor omissions. On Press is well-rounded, compact, and feels impressively complete for its length. It should interest students of political history, cultural history, and anyone curious to how the press became what it is today. Like a well-rounded Sunday newspaper, it offers something for everyone.
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Chris Dancy is a die-hard techie and a self-proclaimed consumption-aholic. Known as “the most connected person on earth” (21), Dancy used up to 700 sensors, devices, applications, and services to monitor, evaluate, and change his life—from his eating habits to his spirituality. Don’t Unplug consists of five main sections covering Dancy’s life from birth to age fifty. He shares a lot of his personal life in the book, which brings out feelings of sympathy, empathy, and pity in the reader. In each of the five sections, Dancy first shares his personal stories, and then offers his take-aways and advice from the experience. Dancy considers himself to have an obsessive and addictive personality. “By 2011, I understood that if a substance or situation could be abused, I would find a way to do so” (53). As you read the lengths Dancy goes to tracking his behaviors, it leaves you in no doubt that he did tend to take things to the extreme in every instance.

“Part One: Bits and Bytes (1968-1998)” covers from birth to age thirty. Dancy discusses his childhood and briefly describes his dysfunctional family life and how his upbringing influenced his adult habits. He inherited his love of organizing and calendaring from his mother who would calendar all special events, holidays, anniversaries, and birthdays on a Hallmark calendar every year.
His interest in technology can be attributed to his father who “kept the family in perpetual debt with his desire to purchase the latest consumer electronic or new accessories for his motorcycle” (6). In 1983, at age fourteen, Dancy began working with computers. His father worked in a used car dealership that had a computer with Lotus 1, 2, 3, a simple DOS spreadsheet program. Being an organizer, he soon used his father’s work computer after school to create lists for his mother and to organize his life, including his extensive Michael Jackson memorabilia collection. Forced to drop out of college after his first semester because his mother misused his college scholarship money, he was soon helping family friends set up computers for their businesses. It was during this time that his unhealthy lifestyle of smoking, Diet Coke, junk food, alcohol, drugs, and sitting in front of the computer eighteen hours a day began catching up with him. He had his first full-blown panic attack. He self-medicated with more illicit drugs until he became dependent on Xanax and ended up using antidepressants and benzodiazepines for the next twenty years. By age thirty, his body was failing and he was a workaholic.

“Part Two: Data (2008-2010)” discusses social media, entertainment, and opinion. Dancy’s journey to connectedness began one day in 2008 when he could not find a post he made on his Myspace page. He started tracking his online interactions by setting up an RSS feed and having every online interaction (social media posts, emails, online music downloads, etc.) create an entry on his Google calendar. Between 2008 and 2012, he had ten Twitter accounts, two Facebook accounts, two LinkedIn accounts, and multiple blogs. He always saw social media not as a way to connect to friends but as an audience platform. He began to track the likes he got for posts. He noticed that he got more likes when he posted drunken, out-of-control pictures than when he posted healthy pictures when he decided to quit smoking. Once he realized how social media influenced his actions, he decided to see how he could influence other people on social media. “I’m embarrassed to admit that I stretched as far as I could to game all my relationships” (39). Realizations that Dancy gained from monitoring his social media usage include selectively choosing what social media you connect to, cultivating your friendships offline instead of online, and creating guidelines for your relationships on social media by using specific social media outlets for specific types of relationships. While monitoring his entertainment consumption, Dancy noticed that when he prepared to binge watch something, it would feed other bad habits such as smoking, eating junk food, and consuming large amounts of Diet Coke. By changing his entertainment habits, he could also change some of his other bad habits.

Dancy also talks about his rage issues. One way he expressed rage was by placing anonymous, angry reviews on Yelp. This behavior would also bleed over into other aspects of his life. “The feedback loop of crushing people online with data was toxic. Immediately after my scaring posts went live, I would overeat. Then I would waste countless hours online, checking on how my reviews were doing. From there, I would stop listening to music I enjoyed, start to sleep poorly and, within 48 hours I would start to be toxic to the people in my real life” (76). Dancy found that by not allowing technology to replace face-to-face interaction, we keep our compassion and ability to be kind and understanding to other people.

“Part Three: Information (2010-2012)” covers content, work, and money. This section discusses how to use social media to increase your marketability. Dancy used social media and other online platforms to build a portfolio of things that displayed his interests and passions. He also used web alert tools to notify him when new articles and other career-related information became available. This allowed him to stay current with trends in the industry. Dancy also collected work statistics so he could see when he was productive, how much he accomplished, and how and when he procrastinated. He was able to determine when the best time was for him to focus on creative tasks as opposed to answering emails. While Dancy’s work could be considered brilliant, he was often sent to human resources because he did not play well with others. Because he had a huge following online, he tended to treat his co-workers discourteously at best. After being let go from several jobs in a short amount of time, Dancy soon learned, “Don’t let your online shadow cover up your real-world worth” (150). Like most other things in his life, Dancy could not control his spending habits. Through his technology usage, Dancy was able to connect his emotions as well as his eating habits with his spending. He was able to monitor his convenient spending, recognize his triggers to irrational spending, and change his spending patterns.

“Part Four: Knowledge (2012-2014)” covers health and environment. In this section, Dancy advocates learning to manage your health in one of four areas: activity, nutrition, sleep, and meditation. He also discusses not depending solely on technology to take over your behavior when it comes to your health. “No app or wearable can help you understand consequences better than the one you have between your ears, yet we still are slowly allowing ourselves to become dependent on the nudges from
technology” (147). Smart devices take away our choice. “In the next five years, many of you will start interacting with technology using your voice. Your ‘defaults’ will be chosen for you by your habits. Your ability to navigate the world and understand your choices will be defined by the tech companies you use. More urgently, your access to services, people and tools will be defined by the relationships those tech companies have with other tech companies” (176). Be smart with your tech choices. If you want to have access to the data collected, only buy devices that allow you access.

“Part Five: Wisdom (2014–2016)” covers spirituality and self-love. Dancy recommends changing five things on your phone to gain back control. First, remove any labels that show how much battery you have left to reduce anxiety. Second, change your time format to military time if that is not the standard to force yourself to slow down and confront your crazy schedule. Third, clear your home screen of any widgets. Fourth, organize the apps on your phone by their icon color to help your mood. Fifth, use different but complimentary lock screen and wallpaper to help broaden the depth of feelings. He also suggests rearranging your phone apps by putting the most used out of reach and the apps you would like to use within easy reach in order to force you to think about what you are doing. Use alarms and tasks on your calendar to live more in the now and to prompt you to be mindful of desired actions and responses in the future. After compiling data on almost all aspects of his life, Dancy decides that the last thing he needs to confront is his lifelong struggle with depression, anxiety, and rage. He begins to remember episodes from his past and logging them electronically. He would then bring up the notes when he began having an attack so he could review his symptoms and compare his past experience to how he was feeling at that moment. He would then realize that he had done this before and was able to work through it. Another way he started handling his suicidal thoughts was googling it and reading about other people’s struggles with anxiety and depression. This helped him feel like he was not alone and helped him through the dark times.

While it was interesting to read about the different technology and the way Dancy used it to learn more about himself, hearing his story was a bit like a train wreck where one just cannot look away. Dancy comes across as an arrogant jerk through much of the book, but it did make one curious to know if all of this self-awareness has really changed his personality at all. It almost makes one want to watch his interviews, listen to his TED talks, and read his interviews to see if he really has used technology to become a better version of himself. It is amazing to see everything he did to compile this data but one can assume that most people would not be that dedicated or have the technical knowledge to accomplish what he did. Some of the information in this book is helpful to the average person, but a large part of it seems completely insane and very much out of the realm of reality. Readers who are interested in self-help topics and technology will be interested in buying this book.
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Katherine Omerod’s _Why Social Media Is Ruining Your Life_ takes a cursory look into social networks and their effects on mental health and day-to-day life. As a fashion blogger who uses Instagram as the main source of her business, Omerod uses both personal accounts and academic research to address current issues and bad behaviors developed through frequent social network use. Omerod’s main argument is that social media exaggerates self-esteem and mental health issues. She discusses how social networking sites such as Facebook and Instagram interact with the brain like an addiction. Each time we get a “like” from a picture or status we have posted, our brains receive a dopamine hit. She goes further to point out that social networking companies have created algorithms to keep our addiction alive; this is often done by limiting how many people see, and thus “like” our posts, as well as timing when the post is shown so we are continually refreshing our app for updates. As we become addicted to these networks, we also become addicted to curating our online image. With the advent of editing apps such as Facetune, it’s easy to get caught up in erasing our faults, causing us to be overly critical with ourselves, which can lead to body dysmorphia. And as often as we edit our own images, we tend to forget that others have done the same, which can lessen our self-esteem and heighten our sense of inferiority. Omerod’s advice to counteract these